All My Papers MICR OCR Technology Integrated into 1,050
7-Eleven Vcom® Kiosks
Verifies Check Image Data
SARATOGA, Calif. – October 4, 2005 - All My Papers, a developer and distributor of software
toolkits that process data from check images, announced today that 7-Eleven, Inc.’s more than 1,000
Vcom® kiosks will incorporate All My Papers MICR OCR technology for check verification.
All My Papers (AMP) will incorporate its AMPLIB optical character recognition (OCR) product into the
Vcom machine enabling the kiosks to extract the magnetic ink character recognition (MICR) line from
the bottom of consumer checks. The AMP software uses OCR technology to read the MICR line on
the check image. The MICR read from the hardware and the AMP software plus the characterconfidence levels can then be compared for the best quality MICR read possible in order to verify the
check.
“All My Papers has always been committed to offering image processing products that maintain the
flexibility, speed and level of accuracy required by major U.S. institutions,” said Larry Krummel,
founder of All My Papers.
Vcom®, short for “virtual commerce,” is 7-Eleven’s proprietary, financial services kiosk located in
approximately 1,050 7-Eleven stores across the United States. The interactive, self-serve machine
allows customers to conduct ATM transactions, cash payroll and government checks, purchase
stored-value cards; money orders, telecommunications products/services, transfer money through
Western Union and pay some bills. The kiosk offers a multi-lingual, 24-hour service phone number to
help customers using Vcom®.

About 7-Eleven
7-Eleven, Inc. is the premier name and largest chain in the convenience retailing industry.
Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, 7-Eleven, Inc. operates or franchises more than 5,800 7-Eleven®
stores in the United States and Canada and licenses more than 28,000 7-Eleven stores in 17 other
countries and U.S. territories. During 2004, 7-Eleven stores worldwide generated total sales of
approximately $41 billion. Find out more online at www.7-Eleven.com.

About All My Papers
Saratoga, Calif.-based All My Papers is a developer and distributor of software toolkits, applications
and hardware that processes, extracts data, and prints check and document images. All My Papers
develops and distributes products for high accuracy and fast printing of Image Replacement
Documents (IRDs), data extraction of the MICR line data on check images, reading of barcodes, and
printing of image based documents. For more information about All My Papers, visit the company’s
Web site at www.allmypapers.com
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